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ITINERARY 

Day 1 TUE Departure✈Taipei    

HOTEL: Look Hotel or similar  

Upon arrival, transfer to Taipei County- After check in, free at own leisure.  
 

Day 2 WED Taipei – Taichung (B/L) 
HOTEL: The Galerie Hotel or similar  

Tahu Strawberry Winery~ Sanyi Xiaocheng Woodcarving Street (by coach)~Sheng-Hsing Train Station ~ 

Longteng Broken Bridge ~Shen Ji New Village~ Fengjia Night Market 

Tahu Strawberry Winery: The Tahu Winery is located in the hometown of strawberries of Taiwan, and is 

the first domestic winery that produce strawberry wines.  And it is also the only strawberry winery in Asia.  

You can witness the process of making strawberry wine and the ecology of strawberry farms. 

Sheng-Hsing Train Station：Shengxing Railway Station is the highest point of the Western Longitudinal 

Railway. There is a monument on the platform of the station with an elevation of 402.326 meters. It is the 

most dangerous section of the most dangerous and natural landscape in the western longitudinal railway. 

Today, although there is no train, it still retains the characteristic old street of Hakka Village. 

Longteng Broken Bridge：LongTeng used to be called "Fish Teng Ping". After the re-establishment of the 

village in Taiwan, the villagers thought that the "fish vine" was indecent and changed its name to 

Longteng. Although the broken bridge has been damaged, it has unexpectedly become a monument to 

the beauty of defects. 
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Shen Ji New Village: It is an emerging cultural creation. Remodeled from the old dormitory, there are 

many shops in the station, and every time the holiday always attracts many friends, it has become a 

popular tourist punching spot in Taichung. 

Fengjia Night Market: It is one of Taichung's famous commercial business districts, covering 

approximately one kilometer in diameter around Feng Chia University and includes the Fengjia-Wenhua 

Night Market, Fengjia Rd., and Fuxing Rd. In this CBD, you can find delicious snack foods and quality clothes 

at reasonable prices to express your unique personality. 
 

Day 3 THU Changhua –Nantou (B/D) 
HOTEL: Pei Kong Creak Resort or similar 

Rainbow Village~Lugang Street~ Breast Touching Alley~ Wenwu Temple Observation Deck~SUN moon 

Lake~ XuanGuang Temple Pier~ Hot Spring (Bring your own swimsuit and swimming cap) 

Lugang Street: Polular port city in Taiwan, but also with the decline of the port and lonely, but also because 

of the decline of untapped while retaining a considerable number of cultural and historical monuments 

and authentic cuisine snacks, to enjoy authentic gourmet snacks and Bellagio culture. 

Wenwu Temple Observation Deck: Its angle overlooks the panoramic view of Sun Moon Lake, and it is 

located directly opposite the Qinglong Mountain and Lunglong Mountain ShuanglongZhuzhu, so it is called 

the best viewing platform on the Sun Moon Lake Ring Road. 

SUN moon Lake: The SUN Moon Lake, located in the middle of Taiwan, with an elevation of 748 meters 

above sea level, is the only natural big lake in Taiwan. The southern part of Lalu Island is shaped like a new 

moon, and the northern part is shaped like a sun; hence the name SUN Moon Lake. 

XuanGuang Temple Pier：It was once a temple for the Tang dynasty of the Tang Dynasty, the temple of 

the XuanZang master, and after the relocation of the relics, it became a famous tourist attraction due to 

the beautiful scenery and the crowds, and there is a famous lingzhi tea egg tasting 
 

Day 4 FRI Nantou (B/L/D) 
HOTEL: Shante Hotel or similar 

Jiji Street~Jiji Station~ Wuchanggong Earthquake Memorial Park~ Endemic Species Research Institute~ 

Monster village 

Jiji Station: is a railway culture as the theme of the tourist town, the station next to the old iron station in 

Taiwan converted the railway cultural relics exhibition hall, and furnish antique-class coal-fired steam 

locomotive, successfully led the surrounding tourism business opportunities 

Wuchanggong Earthquake Memorial Park: Due to the educational and commemorative value of the 

Wuchang Palace, which collapsed after the 921 earthquake, it is retained and will not be demolished for 

future generations to visit and commemorate 

Monster village: Monster village is located in the river head next to the forest, by the creative team to 

create a small business district, full of Japanese-style architecture, people kind of illusion that exposure 

to the Japanese streets, and the Japanese ghost Taro as the theme of many lovely monster dolls in the 

monster village Inside, but also add joy and joy and joy. 
 

Day 5 SAT Nantou-Taipei (B/L) 
HOTEL: Hione Holiday Hotel or similar 
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Vigor kobo～Taipei 101(Observatory fee own expenses)～The 44th south Village～Jimmy Bus～

Wufenpu～Raohe Street Tourist Night Market 

101 Taipei: Taiwan's tallest building, with a total height of 508 meters, the integration of modern art and 

architectural features Chinese fengshui, there are around the world brand-name merchandise. 

The 44th south Village：In the past, it was one of the villages. Because it was the factory of the 44th 

arsenal of the company, and it was located in the south of the factory, it was named the 4th South Village. 

Although the place is not big, it retains many different tastes from the bustling city. A lively 101 

department store near the formation of a strong contrast. 

Wufenpu: There are nearly one thousand of the garment shops in this gathering, which sourced from 

across the province and other places such as Hong Kong, Thailand and South Korea.  The clothes with high 

quality sold in wholesale price here so attracted many young people come to shopping. 

Raohe Street Tourist Night Market: It is 600 meters in length, near Shongshan Railway Station. There is a 

decorated-archway in front of the entrance. There are various shops and stands in the night market. It 

presents Taiwanese characteristic and is definitely a place worth visiting. 
 

Day 6 SUN Taipei✈Sweet Home (B) 
After breakfast, you are free at leisure till your departure transfer to Taoyuan C.K.S. Airport. Home Sweet 

Home! 
 

SHOPPING STOP ： Traditional Aboriginal Product, Tianlu Art Center, Pearl, Tea 
 

 

   

PRICE PER PERSON PER PACKAGE (MYR) 

TWIN SINGLE SUPP CHILD WITH BED CHILD NO BED TIPPING 

955 580 765 575 95 
 

*Black out period: CNY (20-28 Jan 2020) 

 

 

INCLUSION 

 Accommodation on TWIN SHARING BASIS 

 Meal arrangement as per itinerary stated 

 Transfer services on sharing basis as per itinerary stated 

 Mandarin speaking guide or driver cum guide 

 

EXCLUSION 

 All international & domestic flights, taxes & fees 

 Peak season surcharge (if applicable) 

 Tipping for local tour guide / driver 

 Travel insurance & visa application (if applicable) 

 Beverages consumed during meal 
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 Porterages & any other services/items not mentioned 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

 Above rates in MYR are applicable for Malaysia Market and based on minimum 2 adults travelling. 

 All rates are subject to change without prior notice in the event of drastic fuel charges / currency 

fluctuation. 

 Itinerary is subject to change without prior notice in accordance to local requirement. 

 Any unutilized services are non-refundable / non-transferable and will be forfeited. 

 Full cancellation charge will be liable for no-show, late cancellation/amendment. 

 Reservation is subject to availability upon request. 

 Booking Period: 1 Jan 2020 – 25 Dec 2020 

 Tour Code: FTT5A (GV2-6D20001B) 
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